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Abstract
The objective of this internship was to evaluate how state of the art algorithms in deep learning
for computer vision can be used to achieve obstacle detection from a single RGB image. We have
explored three possibilities: semantic segmentation, depth estimation and binary classification.
These three approaches have been tested on the Pepper robot, a humanoid meant to be in indoor
environments. Deep neural networks were promise to overcome some of Pepper’s sensors flaws when
it comes to obstacle detection. This video gives an overall idea of the internship achievements:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ReTvuCRQlq0
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Softbank Robotics

World leader in robotics, SoftBank Robotics company employs more than 500 people around the
world with offices in Paris, Tokyo, San Francisco, Boston and Shanghai. SoftBank Robotics Europe
robots Nao, pepper and Romero are used in more than 70 countries in very diverse domains such
as research, tourism, education, retail, health or entertaining.

SoftBank Robotics Europe SBRE, formerly Aldebaran robotics: World leader in hu-
manoid robotics, SBRE is based in Paris and employs 400 people. SBRE robots come in a hu-
manoid form in order to facilitate social interaction and are meant to be companion robots that
help their owners.

SBRE first robot is called NAO and was created in 2006. Nowadays, more than 7000 NAO are
used in more than 70 countries. Nao is a 58 cm humanoid robot with soft curves which became
famous in research, education, in retail (at Darty for example) or even television with appearances
in French TV shows. It is mainly used as a platform dedicated to research, programming learning,
or as a tool to facilitate the dialogue with autistic children for example.

Pepper is the first personal humanoid robot able to recognize a set of emotions, considering its
environment and reacting in consequence to it. Pepper is also equipped with functionalities and a
high level interface allowing it to analyze expressions and voice tones using state of the art vocal
and emotion recognition algorithms.

SBRE last robot is a prototype called Romeo. Romeo is used as a research platform to develop
new algorithms to incorporate in Nao or Pepper. It is 1m40 tall and is also meant to improve
research on elderly assistance. Its height is for the purpose of opening a door, grasping objects on
a table or even climbing the stairs.

AI Lab: Developmental robotics: The AI Lab in SBRE is a fundamental research lab focusing
on developmental robotics, autonomous learning, and the grounding of perception.

The lab’s goal is to understand how a robot can autonomously acquire knowledge about the
world from a minimal set of core drives and learning mechanisms, but without any artificial super-
vision signal provided by a human being. Such a naive robot needs to discover how to interpret
information coming from its sensors, how to control its body, how the world is structured, and how
to interact with it.

Without the supervision signals usually provided to learning systems (labels, hand-made re-
wards), the robot needs to extract this knowledge from the data stream it has access to. The
researchers develop a framework in which a robot builds its own predictive model of the sensory
consequences of its actions, and show how the structure of the interaction with the world can be
captured in this model and used by the robot.

Taking inspiration from developmental psychology on a computational level,the AI Lab team
studies how this model can be incrementally improved, leading to a more and more complex model
of the world and a wider set of skills to interact with it.

The lab’s work covers research topics ranging from fundamental considerations about the na-
ture of perception to algorithmic developments in unsupervised machine learning. Its vision is
that robots should become capable to dynamically and gradually learn grounded meaning from
interacting with the world, building their own model of how to interact with it in a completely
autonomous way.
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Internship context

Pepper is equipped with various sensors as shown in figure 2.1. These sensors have limitations due
to their nature or their quality. Pepper robot uses its lasers and sonar sensor to detect objects.
Lasers and sonars have a limited range and more importantly have some flaws when it comes to
reflecting surfaces, lights beams and objects like drying racks or even tables that the laser beam
misses. Pepper is also equipped with a depth sensor but this one is limited in range and even
in close range can struggle with some obstacles. The objective of this internship was to improve
obstacle detection using only Pepper’s cameras as an input.

Artificial Intelligence is a growing field and Robotics is of course one of its major applications.
The common conception of AI is a machine that has our cognitive abilities. One major ability is
the one that allows humans to learn about anything. An AI with this ability is called strong AI.
Researchers are not yet able to achieve this kind of system but today’s AI machines can learn to
solve some specific tasks. Once the task is learned, the AI robot or computer gathers information
about a situation through its sensors or human input. Based on the sensory input, the learned
model predicts an output that will determine the robot’s next action. The real challenge of AI is
to understand how natural intelligence works. Developing AI isn’t like building an artificial arm
or organ. We know that the brain contains billions and billions of neurons, and that we think and
learn by establishing electrical connections between different neurons. But we don’t know exactly
how all of these connections add up to higher reasoning, or even low-level operations. One field
in machine learning is called artificial neural networks and consists of computation units, neurons,
interconnected and organized in layers, each layer performing a transformation of its input. The
error between the desired output and the actual output is computed and propagated back into

Figure 2.1: Laser and sonar have a limited range and more importantly have some flaws when it
comes to reflecting surfaces, lights beams and objects like drying racks or even tables that the laser
beam misses. Pepper is also equipped with a depth sensor but this one is limited in range and
even in close range can struggle with some obstacles.
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CHAPTER 2. INTERNSHIP CONTEXT 5

Figure 2.2: Convolutional neural networks

the layers of the neural network to adjust the node weights so as to bring the difference between
desired and actual output down. This is different from learning in biological neurons which essen-
tially strengthens or weakens connections between only adjacent neurons.

Computer Vision can be understood from two points of view. From the biology point of view,
the objective of computer vision is to define a computational model of the human visual system.
From the engineering point of view, computer vision’s objective is to come up with models that
perform specific human vision tasks in order to have partially autonomous systems. Vision is ef-
fortless for humans and animals but is a very challenging task for machines.

Some of computer vision tasks improved a lot since the introduction of deep neural networks,
especially the convolutional ones. The neurons connectivity pattern in convolutional neural net-
works is inspired by the animal visual cortex in the sens that that neurons respond only to stimuli
in specific regions of the visual field, the receptive fields. CNNs are made of three basic layers
which are convolution, pooling and full connection. Convolution layers consist of a set of trainable
filters. These filters have a small size but extend through the whole input volume’s depth. If we
consider the input volume to be an RGB image with three channels, one size for the filters could be
5*5*3. During the forward pass, each filter slides across the width and height of the input volume
and compute dot products between the entries of the filter and the input at any position. This
will produce a 2-dimensional activation map that gives the responses of that filter at every spatial
position. This means that the network learns the filters, that activate when they see some type
of visual feature such as an edge or some orientation or a blotch of some color, that in traditional
algorithms were hand-engineered. This independence from prior knowledge and human effort in
feature design is a major advantage. Pooling layers are added in-between convolution layers to
progressively reduce the spatial size of the representation to reduce the amount of parameters and
computation in the network, and hence to also control over-fitting. A pooling layer with filters of
size 2x2 applied with a stride of 2 down samples every depth slice in the input by 2 along both
width and height, discarding three fourth of the activations. Every pooling operation (could be
max, average, L2-norm...) would in this case operate over 4 numbers (2x2 windows in some depth
slice). The depth dimension remains unchanged. Fully connected layers are regular feed-forward
neural networks with every neuron of a layer connected to all the neurons of the next layer. The
whole process is summarized figure 2.2. Convolutional neural networks are widely used for a large
variety of different tasks like classification, object detection, recognition, semantic segmentation
or depth estimation. The translation invariance properties guaranteed by convolutional neural
networks and their ability to extract good features automatically are very interesting assets for
computer vision tasks, reason why we wanted to evaluate them on Pepper robot.
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For this internship, we have explored the different methods to detect objects with neural net-
works and we have decided to explore three possibilities. The first approach is semantic segmenta-
tion. It corresponds to the classification of each pixel of an image among a predefined set of classes.
In our case, the goal is in the end to classify each pixel as part of an obstacle or part of a traversable
terrain. The second approach is depth estimation. We try to assign for each pixel of an image
the corresponding depth value and then use the obtained depth map to project a 3D point cloud
that would allow obstacle detection. For depth estimation, we have tested both supervised and
unsupervised approaches. And finally, a more straightforward approach, binary classification. This
approach considers the problem as a classification task with two labels, obstacle and traversable.
For semantic segmentation and supervised depth estimation we have used models taken off-the-
shelf, trained by the authors of their respective papers. This was also a good occasion to test how
transfer learning works on this kind of task. For unsupervised depth estimation and binary classi-
fication, we have created our own database of images and trained the corresponding architecture
to fit our data.

SBRE robots are not equipped with graphic cards as they don’t use yet deep learning algorithms
but this internship could motivate the company to invest in embedded mobile graphic cards that
can be used for obstacle detection but also face detection, speech recognition etc... Achieving good
obstacle detection with only RGB images as input could also reduce the robots manufacturing cost
as it would become possible to remove other sensors that are not useful anymore.
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Databases description

In order to use neural networks designed for segmentation, depth estimation or classification, a
clean database is necessary to train the network. One way to do it was to create our own database
using a accurate setup and dedicated space. This approach was rejected because too expensive
in time and resources. A second approach would have been to create 3D realistic synthetic data
but once again this would have been too time consuming. The third approach was to use already
existing databases or even networks trained on these databases and test them on a new environment
(our office for example). We went for this approach as it was the less time consuming and it was
also an occasion to experience transfer learning on this kind of task.

SUN-RGBD dataset for semantic segmentation: For semantic segmentation, we have used
a network trained on SUN RGBD dataset. This dataset meant for scene understanding has been
developed by Princeton vision group. The motivation behind this dataset was to take advantage
of recent advances in RGB-D sensors to capture a large dataset with both 2D and 3D annotation.
This database contains 10335 labeled images. There are different label sets, the one used for this
network ranges for each image from 0 to 37 with classes like floor, mat, chair, etc. The dataset is
captured by four different RGB-D sensors and annotation is improved using multiple frames. For
more information about this dataset, here is the link of the project page describing the work of
Princeton researchers: http://rgbd.cs.princeton.edu/

NYUV2 dataset for depth estimation: For depth estimation, we have used a neural network
trained on NYUV2 dataset. This dataset has been developed by Nathan Silberman’s team of New
York University. It is made of 1449 labeled pairs of aligned RGB and depth images, capturing 464
diverse indoor scenes recorded by both the RGB and Depth cameras of the Microsoft Kinect. The
labels are given in meters for each pixel. For more information about this dataset, please refer to
this page: http://cs.nyu.edu/~silberman/datasets/nyu_depth_v2.html.

Database creation for binary classification: For the last approach we have tested for obstacle
detection, it was necessary to create our own database. We have created our own databases of
obstacle and traversable images using Pepper’s cameras, one located in the forehead and pointing
in front of the robot and one located in the mouth and pointing to the ground. To do so, there were
different possibilities. The first one was to set the Pepper robot to move randomly and use Pepper’s
sensors to detect obstacles and once it did, save the corresponding frames as obstacles. Pepper’s
sensors having some limitations, this would have led to errors in the labeling and worse it could have
led to Pepper being broken because to have good labels it would have been necessary to deactivate
the robot’s security measures for it to be close enough to obstacles. The second possibility and the
one we have opted for is to hand label the frames coming from Pepper’s cameras. One way of doing
it without too much labeling effort was to use a controller to control the robot and making it move
around obstacles or non-obstacle and save the corresponding frames in two different folders. When
collecting obstacle images, we made sure to circle around the obstacles with different angles. To
control Pepper with a Playstation 3 controller, we have used ROS and a dedicated package called
"nao teleop". It was also necessary to use a ROS-naoqi bridge driver, naoqi being the robot’s
operating system. When using naoqi function to get images from Pepper’s cameras, the frequency
was too low. In order to have a faster image acquisition, we have used Gstreamer, a pipeline-based
multimedia framework that links together media processing systems, to collect images.

We have created three different databases corresponding to different environments:

7
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CHAPTER 3. DATABASES DESCRIPTION 8

• The office

• The company’s relaxation space

• A hospital room

For every database we have gathered both top and bottom camera images but we used only
bottom camera images for obstacle detection because the position of the bottom camera allows for
good obstacle detection. If these databases have to be used for another task, for example grasping,
the top camera images could be useful.

The following gives the size of each database:

Database Non-obstacle images Obstacle images
The office 1199 1173
The company’s relaxation space 5304 4831
The hospital room 299 607

.
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Semantic segmentation

Semantic segmentation consists of assigning each pixel of an image a corresponding label. This
approach allows for a better scene understanding. One state of the art algorithm that achieves the
best results in terms of accuracy/speed trade-off on Camvid (outdoor) road scenes and SUN-RGBD
(indoor) datasets is SegNet, a deep convolutional encoder-decoder architecture, by Alex Kendall
from Cambridge university [3], here is the link of the project’s page: http://mi.eng.cam.ac.uk/
projects/segnet/

The authors of the paper have made available a pre trained model of their network (architecture
and weights) on SUN RGB-D indoor dataset (more than 10000 labeled images) that we used in
this internship. Their code is available at: https://github.com/alexgkendall/caffe-segnet.

4.1 SegNet

SegNet is an architecture made of three parts: encoder, decoder and pixel-wise classification. The
encoder takes the image as input and encodes small feature maps through convolution/pooling
layers. The decoder takes these feature maps and up-samples them in order to obtain an output
of sufficient size for semantic segmentation. Finally, the pixel wise classification layer predicts a
label for each pixel. The network architecture is presented figure 4.1.

Fully convolutional neural networks: Convolutional neural networks are usually composed
of a succession of convolution/pooling layers followed by fully connected layers that throw away
the spatial information.

Fully convolutional ones [1] are composed of convolution layers only. Each layer of a convolu-
tional network is a three-dimensional array of form h*w*d where h and w are spatial dimensions
and d corresponds to the channel number.

Spatial locations in deeper layers are called receptive fields because they are connected to
locations in the input image. The fact that convolution, pooling and activation functions operate
locally and depend on relative spatial location insures translation invariance. If xij is the data
vector at location (i,j) in a layer and yij the vector in the next layer:

yij = fks(
{
xsi+δi,sj+δj

}
, 0 ≤ δi, δj ≤ k)

k is the kernel size, s the stride and f the type of the operation (pooling, convolution, activation,
etc).

Figure 4.1: SegNet architecture: an encoder extract feature map of small sizes, a decoder up
samples these feature maps and a softmax classifier assigns a class to each pixel

9
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Figure 4.2: Even convnets with fully connected layers can be converted to fully convolutional
models that take any input size and output spatial classification maps

The functional form is maintained when we compose two functions of this type:

fks ◦ gk′s′ = (f ◦ g)k′+(k−1)s′,ss′

A fully convolutional neural network is made of this kind of layers only and subsequently can
accept inputs of any size. FCNN produce spatial outputs that make them the best candidates for
dense output prediction like semantic segmentation or depth estimation. Figure 4.2 shows how
even convnets with fully connected layers can be converted to fully convolutional models that take
any input size and output spatial classification maps.

Encoder: The encoder of this network consist of the first 13 convolution/pooling layers of
VGG16, a popular neural network architecture for visual recognition developed by Oxford uni-
versity [2]. here is the link of the project’s page: http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/
very_deep/. Each layer performs convolution with several filters, then batch normalization. Batch
normalization addresses the change of distribution (due to the change of parameters), called covari-
ance shift, in the layers’ inputs during training. It consists in normalizing each training mini-batch.
After that, the ReLU activation function is applied element wise to the feature maps. A 2*2 max-
pooling with stride 2 is then applied with a factor 2 sub-sampling.

Decoder: Adding more convolution/pooling layers improves the architecture translation invari-
ance property but on the other hand reduces drastically the size of the feature maps which is not
desirable for segmentation. Boundary delineation is essential for segmentation and keeping the
boundary information in memory during the pooling/sampling phase is the main contribution of
this paper.

The authors propose to store the pooling indices meaning that for each max pooling they store
the position of the maximum value of each window in each encoder feature map. During decoding,
the feature maps are up-sampled according to the stored indices of the corresponding encoder
feature map producing sparse matrices. These up-sampled feature maps are then convolved with
trainable filters to obtain dense feature maps. This is different from other architectures where the
up-sampling is learned, here up sampling is not learned but obtained thanks to the stored indices.

http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/very_deep/
http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~vgg/research/very_deep/
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Figure 4.3: SegNet and FCN decoders comparison

The figure 4.3 illustrates the difference between the decoding of SegNet and one other popular
segmentation neural network, Fully convolutional network [1]. The small feature map with a,b,c
and d values is the feature map before decoding. FCN learns to up-sample by deconvolution and
then adds the corresponding encoder feature map where SegNet doesn’t learn up-sampling but
learns only the convolution filters after up sampling.

Pixel-wise classification layer: The last layer is a Softmax classifier that classifies each pixel
independently producing a K channels output, each K corresponding to a different class. The class
associated to each pixel is the maximum value (values range between 0 and 1) over the K channels.

Benchmark results: The results on benchmark results indicate that SegNet achieves lower
performance than networks that store the whole encoder feature maps but require less training
time and consumes less memory during inference. In this sense, it has the best accuracy/speed
trade-off.

4.2 Experimental results

The presented results here are obtained by using a network trained on a different environment
with a different camera, which justifies some of the networks miss-classifications. Inference using
this network took 0.196s with a NVIDIA GTX1080 GPU for input RGB images of size 640*480.
Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show qualitative results of this network. We have evaluated this approach
qualitatively because no ground truth measures were available on our training data (navigation in
the SBRE offices).

Light saturation or motion blur deteriorate the quality of the segmentation as shown in figure
4.6. Preprocessing on the input image didn’t improve the performance.

Here is a link to a video showing the results of SegNet network in SoftBank Robotics relaxation
space: https://youtu.be/iWko8q9nJWg.

We have experimented a very basic segmentation-based automatic navigation. It consists of
defining a rectangle in the bottom center of the segmentation image, a threshold and then for
each frame count the number of pixels in the rectangle having the label "floor". If this number is
superior to the threshold, the terrain is traversable, otherwise it is an obstacle. It produced poor
results because of light saturation but also it couldn’t capture all obstacles (the ones close to the

https://youtu.be/iWko8q9nJWg
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Figure 4.4: Image from Pepper’s camera on the left, segmented image on the right

Figure 4.5: Image from Pepper’s camera on the left, segmented image on the right

Figure 4.6: Image from Pepper’s camera on the left, segmented image on the right

robot’s wheels for example because we have used the top camera).
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Supervised depth estimation

Depth estimation with neural networks is an active field of research in the computer vision com-
munity. Estimating precisely the depth of each pixel in an image allows among other things to
detect obstacles. One state of the art approach is the one developed by Iro Laina of TUM [4],
which consists of taking advantage of both fully convolutional neural networks and residual neural
networks.

The code implemented on TensorFlow is available at this address: https://github.com/
iro-cp/FCRN-DepthPrediction. The authors have also made available a pre-trained model of
their network on NYUV2 dataset that we have used directly in this internship.

5.1 Fully convolutional residual neural networks

When using CNN for regression problems, we usually expect a high resolution output, here a depth
image. The problem is that CNN consist of a succession of convolution and pooling layers that
reduce the size of the feature maps. This is why improving up-sampling is of major importance.

The authors of the paper use fully convolutional neural networks that, instead of having a fully
connected network at the end of the CNN architecture, have convolution layers. Using convolutional
layers instead of fully connected ones reduces drastically the number of parameters. They combine
fully convolutional networks with ResNet (deep residual neural network) because ResNet allows to
use deeper networks and has a larger receptive field.The network is illustrated figure 5.4.

The major contributions of this paper are:

• Using Fully convolutional neural networks for depth estimation

• Introducing up-projection blocks, a better up-sampling method

• Using the reverse Huber loss for optimization

Deep residual neural networks: Deep neural networks have proven to be the state of the art
solution when it comes to computer vision tasks. It has been shown empirically that when the
depth of a network is increased, at some point its accuracy will stall and degrade rapidly indicating
that not all systems are similarly easy to optimize. Figure 5.1 is an example of this phenomenon.

The authors of the paper "Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition" [5] have addressed
this problem with residual learning. If we consider that multiple non-linear layers can asymp-
tomatically approximate a complex function H(x), then we can extend this hypothesis to the
approximation of H(x) - x. So instead of approximating H(x), they equivalently approximate F(x)

Figure 5.1: Degradation phenomenon observed on "very deep" neural networks

13
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Figure 5.2: Residual learning

Figure 5.3: Up-projection blocks

= H(x)-x and the previous mapping becomes F(x) + x . The point of using H(x) - x instead of
H(x) is that the first one is easier to optimize than the latter. More intuitively, in order to preserve
some gradient along the way, skip parallel connections are used to propagate the source signal
along the network.

We have:

y =W2 ∗ activation(W1 ∗ x) + x = F (x) + x

The input x is added to F(x) using a shortcut connection and element-wise sum. This shortcut
connection adds no additional parameter to the network nor computational complexity (except for
the element-wise sum that is negligible). Figure 5.2 illustrates residual learning.

Up-projection blocks: Unpooling layers perform the reverse operation of pooling and increase
the size of the feature maps. To double the size of a feature map for example, we take each entry
and put it in the top left corner of a 2*2 sized kernel.

In this paper, each unpooling layer is followed by a convolution layer and a ReLu. This build-
ing block is referred to as up-convolution. Up-convolutions are extended to up-projections using
the same idea of skip connection than ResNet.They introduce a 3×3 convolution after the up-
convolution and a projection connection from the first convolution block of the up-convolution to
the output. A 5*5 convolution is added to the projection branch in order to have matching sizes.
A faster up-projection is obtained by chaining up-projection blocks. Up-projection are illustrated
in figure 5.3.

BerHu loss function: In this paper, the authors use a reverse Huber loss that has this form:

B(x) =

{
|x| if |x| ≤ c
x2+c2

2c if |x| ≥ c
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Figure 5.4: Fully convolutional residual neural network for depth estimation architecture

Figure 5.5: RGB image on the left, Depth with neural network in the center and Pepper’s embedded
depth sensor on the right

Figure 5.6: Image from Pepper’s camera on the left, depth image on the right

For every gradient descent step where we compute B(y − ŷ), c is defined as:

c =
1

5
maxi(|ŷi − yi|)

c is in other words twenty percent of the maximal per batch error. This loss function is
equivalent to L1 loss when x ∈ [−c, c] and to L2 loss otherwise.

5.2 Experimental results

We have evaluated this approach qualitatively because no ground truth measures were available
on our training data (navigation in the SBRE offices). The depth estimation with this network
has proven to be better than Pepper’s embedded sensors especially in long range as illustrated in
figure 5.5. As the system estimates depth based on appearance, it can be misled by objects that
are very different from its training database. One example is the figure 5.7 where we can see that
the depth of the upper part of the chair is not well estimated because it is transparent.
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Figure 5.7: Image from Pepper’s camera on the left, depth image on the right

We have evaluated computation time in seconds for both CPU and GPU modes:

Code steps GPU Mode CPU Mode
Start ⇒ prediction 0.2637 0.6484
Prediction ⇒ depth live plot 0.2986 0.29815
Plot ⇒ before movement 0.01294 0.01286
Movement 0.0044 0.0047
Start ⇒ end 0.5799 0.9643

.

Computer specifications: Processor Intel R© CoreTM i7-6700K CPU @ 4.00GHz × 8, graphic
card NVIDIA 1080 8go and 64 go RAM.The results were obtained computing the mean over 100
runs.

Here is a link to a video showing the results of FCRNN network in SoftBank Robotics relaxation
space: https://youtu.be/x1E33wx7APE

5.3 Controlling Pepper with depth only

Knowing the HFOV, horizontal field of view, and VFOV, vertical one, of the camera, we were able
to project the pixel coordinates into 3D coordinates.

We first compute the elevation and azimuth coordinates, refer to figure 5.8, i and j being the
pixels coordinates in the depth image and "height" and "width" the dimensions of the image in
pixels:

EL(i, j) =
i ∗HFOV

height− HFOV
2

∗ π

180

AZ(i, j) =
j ∗ V FOV

width− V FOV
2

∗ π

180

Once the azimuth and elevation computed we use trigonometry to obtain Cartesian coordinates:

X(i, j) = cos(EL(i, j)) ∗ cos(AZ(i, j)) ∗ depth(i, j)
Y (i, j) = cos(EL(i, j)) ∗ sin(AZ(i, j)) ∗ depth(i, j)

Z(i, j) = sin(EL(i, j)) ∗ depth(i, j)
We then consider a Pepper sized box where we look for obstacles, refer to figure 5.9. This

rectangle is split in half to decide on whether to go right or left.

https://youtu.be/x1E33wx7APE
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Figure 5.8: Azimuth and Elevation coordinates

Figure 5.9: A Pepper sized box (in red) is defined, then we look for obstacles inside this box to
decide on the traversability
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Unsupervised depth estimation

The previous depth estimation approach worked well even if it was not learned on a database coming
from the environment where we have tested it but if we wanted to improve the results, we would
need to create our own database. This would imply labeling each pixel of each image. Instead
of learning to predict depth by learning a mapping between RGB images and their associated
depth maps, given a pair of stereo synchronized calibrated images, we try to learn a function that
reconstructs one image from the other and then compute the photometric loss between the real
image and the reconstructed one. To do so, we use the network developed by Clement Godard
of UCL [6]. The project can be found at this address: http://visual.cs.ucl.ac.uk/pubs/
monoDepth/

The code implemented on TensorFlow is available at this address:
https://github.com/mrharicot/monodepth

6.1 Unsupervised Monocular depth Estimation with left-right
consistency

In this paper, the network learns to predict the disparity, which is the distance or shift between
a point in the left (respectively right) image and its corresponding point in the right (respectively
left) image of a stereo pair. Given the baseline distance between the two cameras and the focal
distance, the depth is computed this way, figure 6.3:

Depth =
focal ∗ baseline

disparity

The network: The networks used to predict the disparity maps are fully convolutional and
come in the encoder/decoder configuration. Two networks can be chosen for training, VGG and
ResNet50. The network outputs two disparity maps, left to right and right to left. The network
infers both the left to right and the right to left disparities with only the left image as an input. The
prediction is then improved by enforcing the two disparity maps to be consistent. The reconstructed
image is obtained with backward mapping using bilinear (linear interpolation in the first direction

Figure 6.1: Z = focal∗B
disparity
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Figure 6.2: Sampling strategies

then another linear interpolation in the second direction) sampling, which makes the model fully
differentiable. Figure 6.2 illustrates three different sampling strategies. The first one on the left
learns to generate the right image by sampling from the left but this produces disparity maps
aligned with the target (the right image) and not the input (left image). The second strategy
corrects this issue but suffers from artifacts according to the authors. The third strategy and the
one used for this network produces disparities for both left and right images by sampling from
the opposite input images (but still has only the left image as the CNN’s input) and enforces
consistency between the two. Disparities are also accessible at 4 different resolutions (4 different
up sampling stages).

Training loss: The total loss of the model is the sum of the losses at the different resolutions:

C =

4∑
s=1

Cs

Each of the Cs corresponds to:

Cs = αap(C
l
ap + Crap) + αds(C

l
ds + Crds) + αlr(C

l
lr + Crlr)

Cap corresponds to the photometric loss and compares the input image with the predicted image,
SSIM being the structural similarity that doesn’t compare images pixel by pixel but compares the
change in structure. The difference with respect to other techniques that estimate absolute errors,
structural information is the idea that the pixels have strong inter-dependencies especially when
they are spatially close. These dependencies carry important information about the structure of
the objects in the visual scene:

Clap =
1

N

∑
i,j

α
1− SSIM(I lij , Î

l
ij)

2
+ (1− α)

∥∥∥I lij − Î lij∥∥∥
Cds corresponds to the disparity smoothness that makes the disparity smooth locally with an

L1 penalty on the disparity gradient.
Clr is the consistency loss that enforces the left to right and right to left disparities to be

consistent.

Cllr =
1

N

∑
i,j

∣∣∣dlij − drij+dlij ∣∣∣
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Figure 6.3: Raw stereo image pair

Figure 6.4: Distorted image on the left, undistorted on the right

Figure 6.5: Unsupervised depth estimation loss curve

6.2 Experimental results

Creating the database: Latest Pepper version is equipped with a pair of stereo cameras that
are used to estimate depth. The image retrieved from the robot comes as in figure 6.3.

This image is distorted because of the lenses corresponding to "Pepper’s eyes". The distortion
would reduce the performance of the neural network because the disparity is computed along
a horizontal line. To obtain undistorted images, we need to know the camera matrix and the
distortion matrix to use the opencv undistort feature. We constituted a 6107 stereo pairs database
by cropping the image to remove the most distorted parts of it, then we identified the camera and
distortion matrices with a chess mat and Matlab’s calibration tool.

Training the network: We have created a database of 6107 stereo image pairs using ROS
and a PS3 controller. We have trained the network from scratch using the VGG network for the
prediction and training for 50 epochs on an NVIDIA GTX 1080. Training took approximately 5
hours and we achieved a final loss inferior to 0.3, refer figure 6.5.

Qualitative results: We have evaluated computation time in seconds for GPU mode: 0.0476 s
to do the inference. Computer specifications: Processor Intel R© CoreTM i7-6700K CPU @ 4.00GHz
× 8, graphic card NVIDIA 1080 8go and 64 go RAM. Figure 6.6 shows a qualitative result of
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Figure 6.6: RGB image on the left, unsupervised depth estimation in the center and supervised
depth estimation on the right

the depth estimated with the unsupervised neural network compared to the one estimated by the
supervised network.

Here is a link to a video showing the results of the unsupervised network compared to the su-
pervised one in SoftBank Robotics office: https://youtu.be/VrWtdWi-cas. The results obtained
with this method are encouraging but they are still inferior to those obtained with the supervised.
We could explain this lower performance with:

• The small size of our database

• The remaining distortion in the images

• The method itself, meaning the stereo-based depth estimation

We could improve these results by refining the quality of the training samples and collecting a
larger database.

https://youtu.be/VrWtdWi-cas
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7
Binary classification

The semantic segmentation and supervised depth estimation trained on an indoor dataset trans-
fered well to the environment where we have tested them but the fact that the labels are pixel-wise
does not make them good candidates for an adaptive solution because we cannot have easily ac-
cess to ground truth data. One other way to allow Pepper identify traversable terrain is to use
a binary classifier. Using only two labels, traversable and obstacle, labeling new images becomes
much easier. Convolutional neural networks have proven to be the state of the art when it comes
to image classification so we have decided to use one of the most famous deep network, ALEXNET
[7], with binary output.

7.1 Classification network

ALEXNET is composed of 5 convolution/pooling layers and three fully connected layers with a
final layers of 1000 units corresponding to the 1000 classes of the IMAGENET database. Figure
7.1 illustrates this network. We have used this network pre-trained on IMAGENET and fine-tuned
the last two fully connected layers (with a final layer containing only 2 units corresponding to our
two labels traversable and obstacle) on our data. We have trained the network for both cameras
on 100 epochs, with learning rate 0.01, dropout rate of 0.5 and batches of size 40.

As we can see on figure 7.2 and 7.3, accuracy starts high and one epoch lasts less than 10 min
on the relaxation space database.

7.2 Experimental results

The code implemented on TensorFlow and the weights of ALEXNET network have been made
available by the authors at this address: http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~guerzhoy/tf_alexnet/.

We have evaluated computation time in seconds for both CPU and GPU modes:

Figure 7.1: ALEXNET architecture

Figure 7.2: Training duration for relaxation space database
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http://www.cs.toronto.edu/~guerzhoy/tf_alexnet/
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Figure 7.3: Training and test accuracy curves for relaxation space database

Code steps GPU Mode CPU Mode
Image acquisition 0.0001 0.0001
Prediction 0.002 0.04
Decision 0.03 0.03

We have tested this approach in different environments starting with SoftBank robotics office.
We first trained a network on images coming from Pepper’s top camera but this network was not
optimal because it failed to capture some obstacles located very close to Pepper’s base. We then
used the images coming from Pepper’s bottom camera that can capture both low and reasonably
high obstacles. With a relatively small database (2373 images) we have achieved good results in
terms of automatic navigation. Except for small objects that were not in the database, this network
succeeded in the identification of practically all obstacles. At the end of the internship, we did a
presentation of our work for the whole company and we also included a live demo in the company’s
relaxation space. Given that this space is much bigger than the office where we have tested the
network before, we needed to collect a larger database. We have collected a new database of 10135
images. Despite the fact that we increased the size of the database, the results in this environment
were good but less satisfying than the ones in the office. The reason for that is first the size of
the room. The second one is the fact that many obstacles had the same "appearance" than some
traversable terrain, which is problematic given that CNN is based on appearance. For example
there were two types of parquet on the floor, one gray and another that looks like wood. The
network confused (rarely) objects like tables, or wood platforms with this wood like floor. One
possible reason for the network being less effective in the relaxation space is the fact that we have
tried to separate the input’s distribution space with only one hyper plan which can be coarse given
the size of the room and the diversity of obstacles. We could imagine that having more labels like:
traversable terrain, table, chair, platform, etc... could improve the performance of the network.
Figures 7.4 and 7.5 show an example of the network’s output. Here is the link for the video showing
the results of this network in the company’s relaxation space: https://youtu.be/pXkR0cCRWek

https://youtu.be/pXkR0cCRWek
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Figure 7.4: Non-obstacle

Figure 7.5: Obstacle

7.3 Adaptation to never-seen-before obstacles

Once the network trained on a database, it works well as long as it is not presented never-seen-
before objects. We are interested in a solution that can adapt to new environments.

One shot learning is a very challenging and active research topic. It consists in networks that
can learn information about an object with only one example of this object. We try to draw
inspiration from one shot learning neural networks to solve our problem.

One shot learning inspiration We draw inspiration from memory augmented neural networks
that have an external memory module. In our case, the procedure when exploring new environments
is the following:

• The CNN makes mistakes and Pepper sensors detect an obstacle (we try to focus on bumpers
and IMU).

• We store the two frames corresponding to the shock.

• We extract features from these images: we use the CNN to extract the fifth and last convo-
lution feature maps. These features are preferred to the fully connected vectors because the
spatial information is conserved.

• We store these features in an external memory.

• When inferring on a new image we compute the prediction of the CNN but we also compare
the extracted features to the features in the external memory using the cosine similarity.

• Once the external memory contains enough data, we fine-tune the network on an extended
database containing the old training database plus the CNN mistakes in the external memory
module.
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Figure 7.6: Siamese neural networks for similarity learning: the weights are shared before the
absolute difference

Siamese neural networks Cosine similarity works well as long as the compared images are
very close. We have tested it on automatic navigation based on the binary classifier. Every new
camera frame was compared to the frames saved in the external module. When the new frame was
quasi similar to a stored one (same angle, color, etc.), cosine similarity worked well but when the
new frame captured an obstacle stored in the external module but with a slight angle difference
for example, the cosine similarity was not successful. We want to use Siamese neural networks to
learn a better similarity measure than the cosine similarity that would hopefully be more invariant
to the angle from which the object is observed. One example of convolutional Siamese neural
network is the one presented in this paper from the University of Toronto [8], figure 7.6 illustrates
the network.

Training a network similar to the one shown in figure 26 would require a lot of images so we
hypothesize that the feature extracted by the shared convolution layers would not be much different
than the ones extracted by the ALEXNET network, refer to figure 7.7. To train our own Siamese
neural network for similarity learning, we proceeded this way:

• We created a database of feature vectors extracted from ALEXNET last convolutional layer

• We trained a fully connected Siamese neural network that takes pairs of feature vectors as
input.

The Siamese network architecture is the following:

• Two fully connected layers with shared weights, input size 9216 and output 4096

• Two fully connected layers with shared weights, input size 4096 and output 2048

• One absolute difference layer between the previous shared layers

• One fully connected layers with input 2048 and output 1024

• One fully connected layer with input 1024 and output 2

• The loss is the softmax cross-entropy and the optimizer is ADAM

To evaluate the results of this approach, we have drawn the True positive, False positive, True
negative and False negative curves for different threshold values. These results were obtained on
20000 pair examples. The figures 7.8 shows the results obtained with examples coming from the
same environment than the training database (the office) and figure 7.9 shows the results obtained
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Figure 7.7: Siamese network training

with examples coming from a completely different environment (hospital room). These curves
reveal that cosine similarity is not consistent when comparing completely different images. When
looking at Siamese neural network curves, we notice two important thresholds, 0.77 and 0.23. This
is due to the fact that the softmax at the end of the network outputs only values close to 0.77 or
0.23.

When we look at the curves for examples similar to the training database, we see that below
0.23 there is a proportion of false positive examples that is reduced to 0 once the threshold is
beyond this limit. Once beyond this limit, these false positives shift to true negatives. All true
positive examples are detected until the threshold reaches 0.77.

In the case of examples taken in an environment different from the training database, we see
that the true positive number decreases dramatically beyond 0.23 threshold and the false negative
number increases subsequently. Between 0.23 and 0.77, the false positive number is not negligible.

We can then conclude that this Siamese neural network for similarity learning shows satisfying
results when tested on examples drawn from the same distribution than the training examples but
fails to achieve good results for completely different distribution.
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a: Cosine similarity b: Siamese neural network

Figure 7.8: Comparison on examples similar to training database

a: Cosine similarity b: Siamese neural network

Figure 7.9: Comparison on examples different from training database
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Conclusion

The reaction of engineers working in the sensors team when presented the results of neural net-
works for depth estimation or classification revealed the major breakthrough of deep learning in
computer vision. This internship was the occasion to experience how useful neural networks can be
but also some of their limitations. One major challenge when working with neural networks is col-
lecting the training database. For approaches that require pixel-wise labeling, creating a database
is particularly time and resource consuming and working with already existing databases seems to
be the best alternative. One other limitation is that on-line learning is not yet possible with neural
networks which is problematic for a dynamic system. For obstacle detection, the robot can face
a new obstacle that wasn’t present in the database and could fail to detect it. Generalization in
neural networks is limited and having systems that adapt with very few examples is a hot research
topic.

Neural networks applied for obstacle detection achieved very encouraging results that could
even influence SoftBank’s strategy regarding embedded graphic cards. HOPIAS, for hospital assis-
tant, is a European project carried out by SoftBank robotics Europe and other European partners
in order to accompany patients in their cure and make their recovery more comfortable. In the
context of this project, I had the chance to go to Bouffement hospital in the suburb of Paris and
collect a database in a hospital room. Pepper robot struggles to detect obstacles in this room using
its embedded sensors because obstacles in this room don’t have a ground foundation and can’t be
detected by lasers and sonars. The binary classification neural network is suitable for this problem
because it is based on appearance and can recognize any kind of obstacle as long as it is present
in the training database. This situation shows the importance of having a neural network based
obstacle detection algorithm. At the end of the internship we have done a video that summarizes
our whole work, please watch it: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ReTvuCRQlq0

My objective when I applied for this internship was to have a hands-on experience with training
neural networks and applying it to a mobile robot system and this experience gave me entire satis-
faction. This internship was also a very good introduction to scientific research. Even though my
internship was mainly an applied topic, I had the chance to study and work on more fundamental
research problems, like one shot learning or similarity learning with neural networks, that don’t
have an answer and require more patience and determination. I will be doing a PhD next year on
semantic segmentation with neural networks and this experience will certainly help me overcome
periods of uncertainty, doubt and struggle.
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